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ABSTRACT
Given the increase in robotic systems for the household, it is imperative
to design the expressive modes of these systems, that in turn engender lik-
ability, animacy, acceptance, trust and adoption. This paper approaches
this problem by proposing a design methodology that can be used to ab-
stract archetypal characters across the system, including form factor, user
instructions, and interactive modalities. This approach uses Laban Move-
ment Analysis paired with the Kansei Engineering iterative design approach
to dissect movement and visual traits of archetypal characters and marry
them to features of the robot and user experience. Specifically, these char-
acter traits are explored in a product, channel, consumer framework and are
realized through tangible interface elements, such as color, animated eyes,
and character specific motion profiles. Finally, the use of priming using fa-
miliar characters from popular culture as a means to enhance the recognition
of character traits is explored. The effectiveness of this methodology is tested
in a user-study, where participants play a game of tic-tac-toe with an aerial
robot in virtual reality. Results show that users associated traits specific
to each character archetype that were consistent with the intended design.
This was bolstered in the priming cases, where users rated these traits more
strongly. This was followed by the design and construction of a hardware
platform that showcases this methodology, for two platforms, a ground robot
and an aerial robot. Finally, the use of a performance setting as a tool for
priming potential users is explored, outlined in the performance piece, ”Time
to Compile”. Interviews with stakeholders were conducted throughout this
work and have informed the approach taken and will be briefly outlined in
this thesis as well.
This methodology serves as a tool to create meaningful design variations
to robotic systems using character archetypes, allowing us to design user-
specific personality traits and interactive elements.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND
The introduction of household robotic assistants such as Bosch’s Mykie robot,
Mayfield Robotics’ Kuri, and Breazeal’s Jibo is indicative of the increasing
presence of robotic systems in the consumer context. In a 2017 report [2] on
automation, employment and productivity, social acceptance is described as
one of the five key factors in the adoption of automated technologies. Thus,
it is imperative that we design robotic systems that place critical importance
on user comfort levels and ease of interaction [3], with a nuanced focus on the
motion of these computational and mechanical systems, that in turn impact
social acceptance. This warrants a consideration of the factors that govern a
human’s acceptance of new technologies in the choices made when designing
these robotic assistants.
In this thesis, we present a design methodology that can be used to abstract
archetypal characters onto robotic systems. In Chapter 1, we explore the psy-
chological factors that play a role in the acceptance of robotic systems, along
with design tools used in designing the appearance and movement of robot
characters. In Chapter 2, we describe insights from an artist-in-residence
that heavily influenced our design process. In Chapter 3, we present the
resulting 7-part design methodology that can be used to abstract character
archetypes onto robotic systems of different form factors. In Chapter 4, we
showcase the design and construction of a hardware prototype, the Dancing
Droid that was designed using this methodology. In Chapter 5, we outline
two user studies, one in conducted in virtual reality, and one conducted in
a performance setting that were used to test the effectiveness of this design
methodology in creating recognizable character archetypes. In Chapter 6,
we present the Robot Opera, a manifestation of this work, performed at
the Intelligent Robotics Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, and discusses ongoing
work that is being done in the path towards in-home robotic systems.
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1.1 Psychology of Technology Acceptance
Individual perception of technology develops over a lifetime of experience,
and can have unexpected contributing factors. Often, this develops unsu-
pervised and results in an individual perception based on consumption of
different forms of media and storytelling. The Technological Acceptance
Model (TAM), the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and the Model for
Acceptance of Technology in the Household (MATH) [4] are psychological
models that aim to understand the factors that influence societal and in-
dividual acceptance of new technologies. TRA describes how the attitude
towards technology adoption is dependent on both attitudinal (personal), as
well as normative (societal) beliefs. This model points towards lifetime expe-
riences in the development of personal opinions that in turn create normative
behavior. The combination of attitudinal and normative beliefs ultimately
drive a decision-making process to accept, or reject a given technology. This
decision-making process can purely be based on a person’s beliefs, instead of
on actual evidence. Thus, a negative opinion on robotic systems can lead to
the development of a belief that the system is dangerous, even if there is no
evidence to support this opinion. The use of the word ‘drone’, for instance,
when referring to aerial robotic systems may lead to a negative bias, given
that there are negative connotations attached to military ‘drones’. TAM sug-
gests that the acceptance of new technologies is linked to the predictability
of behavior, along with the perceived ease of use of the system in question.
The Model for Acceptance of Technology in the Household (MATH) credits
the acceptance of robotic systems to their perceived usefulness. This model
goes on to discuss the hedonic value and social gains that a user can derive
from a robotic system.
As stated in [4], when evaluating the psychological factors that impact
acceptance of robots, an important distinction to note is in the factors that
effect acceptance, vis-a-vis the perceived factors that impact acceptance. Fac-
tors are direct in their ability to effect how a user perceives a robotic system,
whereas perceived factors prompt the development of user perceptions that
predispose the user towards forming an opinion towards a robotic system.
The factors and perceived factors are listed and described in Tables 1.1 and
1.2.
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Factors
Safety The level of potential danger
Accessibility and Us-
ability
The ease of use, including finan-
cial and space barriers
Practical Benefits The utility gain proposed
Hedonistic Value Direct fun, and secondary fun
through increased free time
Societal Pressures Societal pressures that promote
adoption, such as a desire to be
modern
Status Gains The bolster of societal status as-
sociated with owning cutting edge
technology
Social Intelligence The tendency for people to an-
thropomorphize robots
Table 1.1: List of Factors that effect psychological acceptance of technology
Perceived Factors
Previous Experience The personal experience that an
individual has had in the past
Media The image of the robotic system
as portrayed in the media
Personal Social Net-
work
The opinions formed within one’s
own social network
Robot Design
Methodology
The design of all elements of the
robotic system such as physical
appearance, actions and interface
Table 1.2: List of Factors that effect psychological acceptance of technology
1.2 Psychological Attribution and Priming
Another key factor is the concept of psychological attribution, whereby a
user’s opinion on technology is altered by their perception of physical char-
acteristics of a piece of technology, as well as the rhetoric surrounding the
technology itself. Early work by Heider and Simmel [5] highlights the power
of psychological attribution in associating intention to inanimate objects. In
this seminal work, human subjects were shown videos of simple geometric
figures moving in ways that associate their behavior with a story. In one
case, the story portrays fighting between two figures, and in another the
story shows one figure chasing another. This led the participants to asso-
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ciate intentionality the movement of the geometric figures, thus resulting in
an association of feelings such as desire and belief with subsequent charac-
teristics traits and expectations attached to each figure. Modern research in
human robot interaction extends this idea, suggesting that there is a strong
link between a user’s perception of a robot’s characteristics and subsequent
user behavior. For instance, work in [6] outlines people’s tendencies to in-
terpret human behavior in terms of intentional causal mental states, such as
beliefs, desires and intentions, suggesting that this interpretation is an au-
tomatic and immediate process that is hardwired into the brain’s function.
Other studies have tested different approaches to attributing intentionality
to robots. In [7], the authors find that the observation of intentional harm
committed to an inanimate entity such as a robotic arm prompts an attri-
bution of mind to the entity. [8] claims that the grouping of a robot in
social organization based on gender, age or ethnic identity leads to increased
anthropomorphic attribution of the robot, thereby leading to an increased
sense of intentionality in its actions.
Even when this attribution is not attended to by robot designers, users will
create narratives that explain the animations of robotic devices. For exam-
ple, consider the plethora of videos on the internet of cats on top of Roombas,
and other attributions that range from hilarity to sadness, for this functional,
relatively blank, yet prevalent, robotic device [9, 10]. In [11] we see instances
where people name their Roomba robot, thus giving it an added social iden-
tity. The achievement of social assimilation albeit by coincidence and not by
intention, prompts the user to associate decisions made by the robot to its
personality traits, as opposed to the functional algorithm that determines its
movements. [12], [13] tell us that it is natural for humans to try and extract
information from robotic actions, subsequently attributing intentionality to
robot movement characteristics. In [11], for instance, user study participants
describe the movements of a robot vacuum cleaning system, the Roomba
as “cute” or “pathetic”, even though such a correlation may not have been
intentioned when designing the purely functional movements of a Roomba.
Priming is a psychological tool that can be used to tap into this perception
through an intentionally designed rhetoric that can be attached to different
forms of technology. In [14], Darling et al. explore the relationship between
emphatic concern and the effect of priming through stories in the interaction
with robotic systems. Two groups of users, primed and unprimed are asked
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to strike a robot insect with a mallet; results of the study show that people
are less likely to strike the insects with a backstory.
This makes a strong case for the exploration of building characters around
household robotic systems that can provide the user with a set of beliefs that
they can base their opinions on, along with an associated predictability of
behavior based on assumptions made from character traits of the system.
In the psychological models studied above, we have established the rela-
tionship between perceived social intelligence of robots and consumer accep-
tance. In robotic systems that mimic human expression, this social intelli-
gence can be established through the use of facial expressions, as is seen in
anthropomorphic robots such as Kismet [15]. In non-anthropomorphic sys-
tems that cannot rely on facial expression, movement characteristics can be
a very useful strategy in communicating their social intelligence.
1.3 Movement in Robotic Systems
In the field of robotics, movement has traditionally focused on optimizing
the parametrization of our output space to get maximum functionality from
the system. The associated movement characteristics are often dictated by
form factor and intended function. Now, as we approach scenarios where
robots operate in spaces shared by human beings, robotics research in the
last decade has identified the importance of expressive, variable movement as
a key factor in the design of movement characteristics of robotic systems. [16]
This is exemplified in [17], where Cauchard et al attempt to add an emotional
component to the movement characteristics of quadcopters, by exploring a
range of emotional states. Three personality types, adventurer, anti-social
and exhausted are quantified through variation of flight height, flight curves
and reaction time to commands, with positive results.
To this effect, we can start to think of levels of abstraction with which we
can characterize robot movement, such as to perform the intended task in
question, with an added expressive intention. Work in [12], [13] tells us that
it is natural for humans to try and extract information from robotic actions,
subsequently attributing intentionality to robot movement characteristics.
This tendency can be explained by the process of psychological attribution,
a behavioral psychology model that aims to describe how people perceive
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social cues. In the context of a moving, dynamic robotic system, this can be
broken down into three questions [18]:
1. Does the object look alive (animacy)?
2. Does the object appear to act intentionally (agency)?
3. Does the object appear to interact socially with other agents (social
agency)?
At the animacy level, the user expects the robotic agent to have basic
autonomy, with movement being purely functional. At the agency level, the
user expects the agent to have a basic understanding of its intended task,
along with some display of behavioral organization. At the social agency
level, the robotic agent is expected to be able to interact with other agents,
with some basic understanding of social contexts.
1.4 Storytelling and Robots
Embodied Artificial Life [19] is a research methodology that explores the
process of designing believable agents. EAL is fundamentally different from
Artificial Intelligence, in its consideration of embodiment, personality and
individuality. It further emphasizes the concept of autobiographic agents, or
embodied agents that have an attached individual history, stating that “the
social function of memory underlies all of our storytelling, history-making
narrative activities, and ultimately all of our accumulated knowledge sys-
tems” [19].
Having robotic systems with associated back stories can thus give them an
increased level of perceived social intelligence, consequently imposing added
meaning to the actions that they perform. [19] goes on to describe the im-
portance of believability in designing interactive robot characters, placing
believable actions at the same level of importance as intelligent actions. Be-
lievable agents interact in a natural, lifelike manner which is extended to
social behavior and nuances of the system that act as entry points that allow
an observer to match behavior of an artificial agent to that of natural living
systems that show life-like properties.
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1.5 Character Archetypes
In order to test the effectiveness of designing robot characters, this work
makes use of characters archetypes. Archetypes are common blueprints for
character traits that can be found in stories across cultures, and are thus
easily identifiable. As is outlined in [20], archetypes represent a blueprint
of well-established traits for a particular character and role, such as fears,
goals, motivations, and personality characteristics. To this effect, archetypes
can be useful in describing a consistent set of believable character traits that
form the basis for the decisions made by the character. [21] explains that
in storytelling, characters make decisions because it is in their nature, and
designing a character based on an archetype serves as a useful way to outline
the character’s nature. [21] goes on to say, “To a psychologist, archetypes
are mental fingerprints revealing the details of a patients personality. To a
writer, archetypes are the blueprints for building well-defined characters, be
they heroes, villains, or supporting characters”.
An example of strong archetypes can be seen in A. A. Milne’s Winnie
the Pooh [22], where each character represents a vivid archetype. Pooh is
an archetypal easy-going character, Piglet is usually in a state of anxiety,
Rabbit is always angry and aggressive, Tigger is sanguine, happy and chirpy
whereas Eeyore is melancholic and depressing. By designing a robot char-
acter based on a well-known archetype, we hope users will be prompted
to attach expressive intent to the robot’s movements and decision making,
thereby increasing the robot’s likability, predictability and perceived social
intelligence, and subsequently the likelihood of adoption.
1.6 Kansei Engineering
In order to determine the physical design characteristics of a robot based on
a chosen archetype, this work uses the Kansei Engineering iterative design
approach [23]. Kansei Engineering was first introduced as a design methodol-
ogy in Japan in the 1980s. The Japanese word ’kansei’ refers to a “consumers
psychological feeling towards a new product” [23], and Kansei Engineering
presents an iterative approach towards the design of consumer products. As
outlined in [23], the points that concern this methodology are:
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1. How to grasp the consumer’s feeling (Kansei) about the product in
terms of psychological estimation
2. How to define the design characteristics based on the consumer’s Kansei
In Chapter 1, we outline the psychological models behind the acceptance of
new technologies, which will act as the psychological estimation that gauges
consumer Kansei. For the second step, we used the design methodology
known as Kansei Engineering Flow. This methodology involves a category
classification through a top down approach. First, a zero level concept is cho-
sen that outlines an intended high-level outcome. This zero level concept is
broken down into clear subconcepts. Each subconcept is then further broken
down into successive subconcepts that takes us from the intended high-level
outcome, to a more specific description of the physical specifications of our
product. A popular example of Kansei Engineering Flow is in the design of
the Miata MX5, a sports car from the manufacturer Mazda. Here, designers
started with the zero level concept, ‘Human Machine Unification’, and using
Kansei Engineering Flow, they eventually arrived at a design language that
fit this concept. This process is shown in figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Kansei Engineering process for the Mazda Miata MX-5.
1.7 Laban Movement Analysis
In Section 1, we outlined the advantages of designing expressive movement
profiles inside social context for robot motion. In order to do this, we plan
to use Laban Movement Analysis (LMA), a somatic methodology developed
by dance scholar Rudolf Laban. This framework serves as a means to to
describe, visualize, interpret and document movement. LMA introduces the
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concept of Effort, a qualitative movement descriptive word that is aims to
describe a movement’s use of energy. Effort can be described through the
Effort Factors Flow, Weight, Time, and Space.
Flow describes the continuity and ’ongoingness’ of a movement, and can
be either Free or Bound. Weight describes the presence of a movement, and
its relationship to gravity, and can be either Light or Strong; it is affined
with the Vertical dimension of a body. Time describes the decision-making
and intuition behind a movement, and can be either Sustained or Sudden; it
is affined with the Sagittal dimension. Finally, Space is used to describe the
relationship of a movement with its environment, and can be either Indirect
or Direct.; it is affined with the Horizontal dimension Effort is a complex
phenomenon applied by highly articulated human bodies; here, we only strive
to implement one of these factors on our simple aerial robots: Weight and
its affinity to the vertical. [24]
1.8 Information transfer between robots and humans
In a Shannon sense, information theory describes the transfer of information
as a signal [25]. This originates from the information source, that acts as
a transmitter, and is sent to the destination, that acts as a receiver. The
product, channel, consumer paradigm extends this paradigm by thinking of
the product as a transmitter of information, and the consumer as a receiver
of information, placing the interaction between the two in an environmen-
tal channel [1]. This interaction results in a consumer behavioral response
that invokes one of two choices, approach, or avoid. This model suggests
that our consumer can be influenced by biases in the environmental channel,
which serves as the fundamental basis for our design approach. This is shown
in figure 1.2. [26] describes an information theoretic measure for robot ex-
pressivity that explores how robot motion creates communication between a
robots and humans. An example of this is outlined in previous work, where
the expressivity of a dot moving in space is compared with the expressivity
of a moving triangle in space. By adding spatial orientation, the triangle has
6 Degrees of Freedom, compared with the dot’s 3, that inherently makes it
more ecpressive. This is shown in figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.2: Product Channel Consumer information transfer.[1]
Figure 1.3: Expressivity of a triangle vs a dot (Hang Cui).
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CHAPTER 2
WORKSHOPPING WITH AN
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
2.1 Time to Compile
We explored the use of this design methodology with an artist-in-residence
who is co-creating a performance piece in collaboration with the Robotics,
Automation and Dance Lab, titled Time to Compile [27]. Inside this resi-
dency, we have learned what kinds of features this artist would want in an on
stage agent. Moreover, we have an opportunity in which to test perceptions
of the robot in a highly flexible contextual embedding (the performance of
the piece in theaters). Thus, the two efforts have become synergistic and cre-
ate a unique opportunity to develop a prototype that will helps us learn how
to create intentional priming experiences for users of future robot designs.
During two roughly two week periods, our artist-in-residence began craft-
ing a piece, which ultimately explored her experience working in a robotics
lab. This artistic exploration began simply through moving (and dancing)
with the robots available in our space. This included creating duets, forming
relationship through touch and embrace, and adding theatrical lights to an
otherwise fixed, fluorescent-lit space, as shown in figure 2.1.
2.2 Knowledge transfer through movement workshops
An explicit charge (the only explicit charge) given to the artist was also to
teach workshops on movement and choreography to students in the lab. This
transfer of knowledge brought students into the choreographic process as well.
Examples of lessons included group activities that focused on how clarity of
movement creates more intentional connection among humans, viewing and
discussing prior work of the artist, and individual composition assignments.
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Figure 2.1: Artist-in-residence in process, creating relationship with various
robots. Left: the artist is using embrace to form relationship. Right: the
artist is using imitation to form relationship.
Through this bidirectional knowledge transfer, artistic goals became aligned
with dissecting the collaborative processes in a robotics lab on stage. More-
over, research goals became aligned with exploring variable choreographic
contexts with robotic hardware. In this alignment, it became evident that
a customizable, cheap robotic layer was needed to augment existing robotic
platforms.
Moreover, Time to Compile, which explicitly explores themes of interaction
with robots, occlusion, power, valence, and acceptance, provides a testbed
where, through tweakable elements of performance, we can begin to char-
acterize our hardware. Indeed, to this end, Time to Compile has become
a piece that is uniquely synergistic with HRI questions, and has become a
flexible piece that provides distinct experiences to distinct audience members
(who also come into the show with their own distinct priors).
Through the process of working with an artist and extant robots, we ac-
crued observations that informed our design goals. These observations are
described in the list below:
• The motion of the hardware is limiting; particularly sharp changes in
velocity, which characterize a flick or punch require large force/torque
profiles that real hardware struggles to create.
• The hard, plastic moldings of many robots restrict much of the texture
of the onstage system. Moreover, several designs, such as on the Alde-
baran Nao, can, particularly in the context of a male-dominated field
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imply masculine gender through defined bicep muscles, broad shoul-
ders, and fixed, industrial color ways.
• Many systems incite science fiction comparisons immediately, which
can be hard to battle. This is especially true of humanoid systems.
• Touching, say a cheek, to these platforms does not create the kind of
relationship that even, say, touching a peach to a cheek.
• Having the same robot portray different characters is challenging, specif-
ically in non-humanoid form factors.
• Choreographing movement is an arduous process that involves a lengthy
compile time and necessitates the presence of a programmer.
• The choreography of programming robots is opaque and unintuitive.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGNING EXPRESSIVE ROBOTS
3.1 Outline of the Design Methodology
This resulted in a 7-part design methodology [28] that uses character archetypes,
the Kansei Engineering methodology, Laban Movement Analysis and the
product, consumer, channel paradigm to project a character onto a robotic
system. The methodology is summarized as follows:
1. Choose the desired character archetype to be projected, either through
an existing character from popular culture or by creating a new char-
acter
2. Identify the desirable character traits for the chosen character archetype
using descriptive tools like Laban Movement Analysis
3. Choose the desired robotic platform
4. Using the Kansei Engineering Flow technique, abstract the archetypes
in successive levels, and arrive at physical characteristics for the chosen
robotic platform that are unique to the chosen character archetype
5. Visualize the platform in the product, channel, consumer paradigm to
understand the interactive, movement and appearance characteristics
that transmit information to the user
6. Identify the means of priming that will be used to give a backstory to
the character
7. Prime the user with a backstory prior to their interaction with the
robot
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Figure 3.1: Kansei Engineering Flow for characters Tigger and Eeyore
3.2 Application of Design Processes
We used our formulated design methodology to abstract character traits from
characters Tigger and Eeyore from the popular children’s book, Winne the
Pooh onto aerial robotic systems. We propose the design of an aerial robot
with a Styrofoam encasing, along with two LCD displays that showcase an-
imated eyes. This allows us to use color and expressive eyes as modes of
expressing character traits. In order that the hardware development process
may happen in parallel to user testing, we mock this design up as a simulated
virtual robot shown in figure 3.1. Now, with our final system design goal set
as Tigger and Eeyore, we can begin to think about the multi-layer abstrac-
tion, Kansei Engineering flow that will give us more precise specifications.
The first step of this process, is to divide this abstraction into ‘levels’ with
each level describing characteristic traits of the system to a greater extent.
For our abstraction, we used four levels described in the following sections.
3.2.1 Zeroth Level: Defining the archetypes
Here, we conduct an analysis of the archetypes represented by the characters
Tigger and Eeyore in the book, Winnie the Pooh by A. A. Milne and its
subsequent cartoon adaptation by Disney Pictures.
Eeyore: A section from the book, Winnie the Pooh by A. A. Milne de-
scribes the following scene. “Eeyore, the old grey Donkey, stood by the side
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of the stream, and looked at himself in the water. ’Pathetic,’ he said. ’That’s
what it is. Pathetic.’” Eeyore lives in an area marked on the map as ‘rather
gloomy and sad’. This aptly describes the archetype that this character rep-
resents. Further analysis from the Disney cartoon adaptation gives us the
following characteristics:
• Closed body language, walks with his head down
• Movements are restricted and he doesn’t cover much ground with each
step
• Each step is slow, sustained, and delayed
• Ears are droopy and limp
• Eyes are half closed and sagging, looks away from viewer
Tigger : An analysis of the character Tigger from the book ’House on Pooh
Corner’, showcases a confident, sometimes cocky character that is extremely
energetic. The character is described to ‘bounce around’ from one place to
another, interacting with other characters with a great deal of enthusiasm.
An analysis of the Disney cartoon adaptation brings the following character-
istics:
• Open body language
• Chest is popped out
• Energetic movements, bounces around in large steps
• Ears are taught
• Eyes are wide open, looks right at viewer
3.2.2 First Level: Form
The first level involves abstracting characteristic traits from each character
onto physical elements of the aerial robot. For the given form factor, an
aerial robot with a Styrofoam encasing along with two LCD displays, we
can abstract color and animated eyes. For the robot that represents Tigger,
we chose bright yellow color along with quarter-moon shaped eyes that face
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upwards. For the robot that represents Eeyore, we chose a dark blue color,
along with quarter moon eyes that face downwards.
3.2.3 Second Level: Motion Profile
For the next level in the Kansei process, we abstract movement profiles onto
the robotic system. Here, we are guided by the theory of LMA to study and
observe the movement of each archetype. In particular, this system serves
as a useful tool to quantify what the movements of Tigger and Eeyore would
look like as motion profiles on an aerial robot, which has no capacity for ar-
ticulation or shape deformation. To this effect, we use the descriptive words,
‘bouncing’ for Tigger and ‘dragging’ for Eeyore. Moreover, we highlight the
‘light’ motion quality for Tigger’s bouncing and the ‘heavy’ quality of Eey-
ore’s dragging and correlate these to Light Weight Effort and Strong Weight
Effort. In humans these qualities are expressed through muscle tonus, the
relationship of the pelvis to the ground, and other factors we cannot recreate
in our simulation. Thus, we use the affinity with the Vertical dimension to
put the Tigger profile spending more time higher up in space while the Eey-
ore profile spends more time lower in altitude. Bouncing is expressed in a
movement profile described by the sinusoid | sin(t)| with a greater amplitude
and faster cadence. Dragging is expressed in a motion profile described by
the sinusoid 1− | sin(t)|, with a smaller amplitude and slower cadence.
3.2.4 Third Level: Interactive Elements
The final stage of the Kansei process, we define interactive elements of the
aerial robots, Tigger and Eeyore. We use the animated eyes to express the
state of the robot. The robot character, Tigger has a direct gaze that looks
at the user, whereas the character Eeyore has a low gaze, that looks down
and away from the user. Additionally, the aerial robots oscillate in place,
with the hovering movement profile defined by a sine function. The robot
Tigger oscillates with a fast cadence and the robot Eeyore oscillates with
a slow cadence. Each oscillation has a randomness margin that makes the
aerial robots look more realistic. In order to showcase social agency, the
robots turn to face their eyes towards the user, implying a reaction to an
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external agent. Additionally, if the user is in the robot’s way, the aerial
robots implement basic collision avoidance.
By applying the Kansei Engineering design methodology to characters Tig-
ger and Eeyore, we arrive at a design for two aerial robots that represent each
archetype. A third, control aerial robot is designed to act as the baseline.
This robot has no animated eyes, and is gray in color. Additionally, it’s
movement profile does not include a ‘bouncing’ or ‘dragging’ motion, and it
does not hover with a sinusoidal cadence.
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Figure 3.2: Visual Representation of the design methodology
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CHAPTER 4
HARDWARE PROTOTYPING
4.1 Hardware Design
As a result of the design methodology and through conversations with the
artist-in-residence, a prototype design is proposed with the following features:
• Customizability in modalities such as color, shape, texture and expres-
sive eyes.
• Expressivity through dynamically unconstrained degrees of freedom
like lights and expressive eyes.
• Bilateral symmetry established through eyes and movement orienta-
tion.
• Accessibility through the use of cheap and readily available parts.
• Ease of use.
The resulting Dancing Droid (DD) [29] an expressive shell constructed
using cheap, readily available electronics that can be layered on top of existing
robot hardware. This results in a customizable expressive layer that can be
tweaked to project different characters on the same base form factor. This
design is shown in figure 4.1. In the following sections, we will discuss the
steps followed in the design and construction of the hardware prototype.
4.2 Fabrication, assembly and control
The design in Figure 4.1 was used to develop a prototype through the im-
plementation choices described here. We use the iRobot Create 2.0 mobile
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Figure 4.1: Different characters layered on the same base platform. Here,
we see different versions of dynamically expressive eyes, different colors that
can help to connote character traits. The center line represents an LED
strip that pulsates to mimic breathing motion.
platform as the form factor for the DD prototype. This unit is cost effective,
easy to work with, and shares the base design as one of the most popular
and prevalent in-home robots, the iRobot Roomba. The DD is comprised of
four modular components, easing the process of assembly. These four com-
ponents, the shell, the core, the eyes, and the expressive lights, are delineated
below with explanations of the fabrication and assembly process.
4.2.1 Shell
The shell encloses the electronic components and gives the DD its intended
shape. In order to keep the mass as low as possible, the shell is created
by stacking sheets of Expanded PolyStyrene Foam (EPS). The EPS foam is
obtained in sheets 1” thick and cut to size in order for it to fit in a laser
cutter. The laser cutter is configured with the appropriate settings and the
shapes to be cut are input as files generated by the Creo Parametric software
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package. Once cut, these pieces of EPS foam are glued together to form the
base of the DD. The hemispherical top is made of EPS, and is obtained off
the shelf. In order to have customizable color, both base and top are covered
in colored lycra material.
4.2.2 Internal Control Architecture
This core is the center of computing and power distribution of the DD, as
shown in figure 4.2. The components are housed in a custom-designed and
3D printed shell that efficiently packs all the electronic components into a
compact area, enabling it to fit inside of the shell described in 4.2.1. The
components housed in the core are:
• Raspberry Pi 3 with Raspberry Pi Hat
• Arduino Uno with power distribution circuit
• 20100 mAh battery pack
• 3xAA (4.5V) battery pack
4.2.3 Dynamically Unconstrained Degrees of Freedom
Two 1.4” TFT LCD screens are positioned between the dome and the base
to create expressive “eyes”. As mentioned previously, these screens establish
bilateral symmetry and provide an element that can change without less
significant velocity constraints than the motion of the vehicle (the dynamic
constraints of the LED screens are below the resolution of human perception).
They are controlled the Raspberry Pi 3 by means of an Adafruit Snake Eyes
Bonnet, an accessory for the Raspberry Pi that was designed explicitly to
drive two miniature displays from the same source. The eyes displayed are
designed based on an ”expressive eye model”, explained here and shown in
figure 4.3. In this model, we start with a base circle that for the eye that
divided into the upper and lower halves. We provide specifications for the
left eye, with the right eye taking a mirror image of the shape described. We
change the following variables to create different eye shapes:
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• Chord with clockwise degree and y axis distance
• Concave circle with percent size c1 (upper half) and c2 (lower half).
In figure 4.4, we see four examples of different shape eyes that can be
yielded using this model. Additional lights comprised of an individually ad-
dressable RGD LED strip that surrounds the base of the Styrofoam shell
create the desired “breathing motion” from our design. This strip is pro-
grammable and can thus be used to exhibit a different cadence and intensity
(brightness) of simulated breathing. Initially, we designed a smooth pul-
sating simulation of breathing, but this element can be modulated to show
changing internal state to a human viewer in an intuitive manner – parallel
to other tasks the robot may be fulfilling.
4.2.4 Assembly
This construction resulted in an expressive shell that is layered on top of a
iRobot Create 2. By changing the programming logic in the Raspberry Pi
3 and the Arduino Uno, we can specify custom expressive eyes, breathing
cadence and movement profiles. The finished product is shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.2: The circuit assembly of the DD Core, comprising of power
distribution, a Raspberry Pi 3 connected to two LCD displays, and an
Arduino Uno connected to an addressable LED strip.
Figure 4.3: Eye model with variables c1, c2, θ, y. These variables can be
changed based on the design choices to obtain different shapes for eyes.
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Figure 4.4: Examples of eye shapes that may be used to express distinct
internal states or reaction of DD.
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Figure 4.5: Left: Finished prototype. Right: Internal wiring. Numbered
components: 1) Power connection between expressive lights and three-cell
battery. 2) Data connection between Arduino and expressive lights. 3)
Arduino Uno with custom hat. 4) Raspberry Pi with Snake Eyes hat. 5)
Ribbon Cables connected to TFT screens. 6) Bottom Shell. 7) Top Shell.
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CHAPTER 5
USER STUDIES
5.1 User Study 1: Experimenting with robots in
Virtual Reality
5.1.1 User Study Outline
The effectiveness of the proposed design methodology is tested in a user
study in Virtual Reality, using the HTC Vive system. The robot characters,
Tigger and Eeyore are abstracted onto an aerial robotic platform that is
designed in a parametric 3D software (Autodesk Fusion 360) using results
from the Kansei Engineering Methodology as is explained in Section 3. The
environment is designed in the Unity 3D game development platform to look
like a household living room, with furniture, shelves and a television. The
use of Virtual Reality allows us to implement aspirational motion profiles
that we can test before applying them to hardware. Additionally, it serves
as a safe testing environment.
A group of 45 participants recruited through advertisement flyers posted
in the University of Illinois community participated in the study. Out of
the participant pool, 33 identified as female and 12 identified as male. The
age range was 19-25 years old. We divided the participants into two groups,
labeled primed and unprimed. The primed group is shown two 30 second
videos of the characters Tigger and Eeyore from the Disney cartoon adapta-
tion of Winnie the Pooh. These videos showcase the character traits of each
character that fit their respective archetypes. Following this, both sets of
participants are put in the Virtual Reality environment.
The participants interact with a menu that explains the instructions of
the user study, and are then asked to play a game of tic-tac-toe with a robot
opponent. Each participant plays 3 sets of 3 games of tic-tac-toe in Virtual
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Reality, against 3 separate virtual opponents: Tigger, Eeyore and the control
aerial robot (9 games in total). The order of opponents was randomized for
41 participants, with a bias for the characters Tigger and Eeyore for the first
4 participants. By being engaged in a game, the participants are cognitively
active while they observe characteristics of the opponent.
After each set of 3 games, participants are asked to fill out a questionnaire
pertaining to the opponent that they have played against. The questionnaire
is a modified version of the Godspeed questionnaire, a widely-used tool in
robotics research [30], that tests for anthropomorphism, animacy, likeabil-
ity, perceived intelligence, and perceived safety. Of the metrics tested in the
Godspeed questionnaire, we focus on testing for likability, animacy and an-
thropomorphism. Additional questions ask the participants their opinions
on the outlook, skill level, level of engagement, movement profile and intelli-
gence of the robot, as well as the likelihood that they would accept it in the
household.
5.1.2 Results and Analysis
Through our user study, we aim to test if the abstraction of characters using
the design methodology proposed will allow us to invoke character-specific
responses from the participants. We use an adaptation of the Godspeed ques-
tionnaire, a popular measurement tool in human robot interaction research.
The Godspeed format uses semantic differential scales to evaluate the atti-
tude towards robots. Of the five questionnaires outlined in the Godspeed
format, we use Godspeed 1: Anthropomorphism, Godspeed 2: Animacy and
Godspeed 3: Likability. Additionally, we added miscellaneous questions that
aim to gauge the participant perception of the robots skill, movement pro-
file, outlook, intelligence and likelihood of adoption. After playing a set of 3
games of tic-tac-toe with each character, participants are asked to fill out the
questionnaire pertaining to their interaction with the robot. We showcase
our results as an aggregate metric for our design in two graphs, one with
the users’ scores across the Godspeed questionnaires for likability, animacy
and anthropomorphism, and the other with scores for engagement, perceived
happiness and perceived optimism. These graphs are presented on a 100
point scale and are shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Godspeed 1: Anthropomorphism
To test for anthropomorphism, Godspeed 1 uses the metrics shown in ta-
ble 3. The participants consistently rated the robots modeled after Tigger
and Eeyore to have a higher degree of anthropomorphism than the control.
Overall, Tigger and Eeyore are seen as more elegant, lifelike, conscious, an-
imallike and natural. Additionally, the participants that were primed rated
Tigger and Eeyore to have a higher degree of anthropomorphism, compared
to the participants that were not primed. The opposite trend is observed for
the control aerial robot, with the primed group rating the level of anthropo-
morphism rated lower than the unprimed group. From this, we can conclude
that our design methodology increases the level of anthropomorphism for the
characters, which is bolstered by the effect of priming.
Please rate the robot on the following scale
Fake 1 2 3 4 5 Natural
Machinelike 1 2 3 4 5 Animalike
Unconscious 1 2 3 4 5 Conscious
Artificial 1 2 3 4 5 Lifelike
Rigid 1 2 3 4 5 Elegant
Table 5.1: Godspeed 1, Anthropomorphism
Godspeed 2: Animacy
To test for animacy, the metrics in table 4 are used. Overall, the participants
rated the robots Tigger and Eeyore to have a higher degree of animacy, as
compared to the control. An increase in overall perceived animacy is ob-
served in the primed participants as compared to the unprimed participants,
in the case of Tigger and Eeyore, whereas for the control robot, we see a
strong decrease in the interactive and responsive metrics. Overall, Tigger
has the highest level of perceived animacy, which we believe is attributed
to its faster hovering cadence and ‘bouncing’ movement profile. The con-
trol robot has the lowest level of perceived animacy. Thus, we can conclude
that our design methodology increases the level of perceived animacy for the
characters, which, similar to anthropomorphism, is bolstered by the effect of
priming.
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Please rate the robot on the following scale
Dead 1 2 3 4 5 Alive
Stagnant 1 2 3 4 5 Lively
Mechanical 1 2 3 4 5 Organic
Artificial 1 2 3 4 5 Lifelike
Inert 1 2 3 4 5 Interactive
Apathetic 1 2 3 4 5 Responsive
Table 5.2: Godspeed 2, Animacy
Godspeed 3: Likability
For likability, the metrics in table 5 are used. Here, the robot character Tigger
has the highest degree of likability, which is bolstered by the effect of priming.
The robot Eeyore’s likability decreases with priming. There is no significant
trend for the control robot. Likability is an extremely subjective metric, and
to a large extent is dependent on a person’s individual preferences. In this
methodology, we tested for two common archetype characters represented
by Tigger and Eeyore, but we expect to have varying results for different
archetypes and control groups. From the data, we can conclude that this
control group was more receptive to the happy, jovial archetype represented
by Tigger.
Please rate the robot on the following scale
Unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 Friendly
Unkind 1 2 3 4 5 Kind
Unpleasant 1 2 3 4 5 Pleasant
Awful 1 2 3 4 5 Nice
Table 5.3: Godspeed 3, Likability
Miscellaneous Questions
For our final metric, we used the outline showcased in table 6. The results are
found in figure 5.3. Since the AI behind the tic-tac-toe game was designed
to lose every game, we see consistently low scores for the skill level of each
robot. This perceived skill level, however, is bolstered in the primed cases for
robots Tigger and Eeyore, and weakened in the primed case for the control
robot. As expected, the participants rated the robot Tigger to have a more
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‘bouncing’ movement, and the robot Eeyore and control to have a more
‘dragging’ movement. In this case, the primed group rated both Tigger and
Eeyore to have a more ‘bouncing’ movement as compared to the unprimed
group. Additionally, the robot Tigger is seen as more happy, optimistic and
relaxed, whereas the robot Eeyore is seen as sad, pessimistic and anxious.
These metrics are significantly bolstered in the primed case for the robot
Tigger. For the last metric that asks participants how likely they are to
have the robot in their household, the control robot has a higher likelihood
for than both Tigger and Eeyore for the unprimed group. Interestingly,
this metric for the control robot significantly decreases for the primed case,
while it increases for the robot Tigger. From this, we can conclude that the
participants are more likely to have the robots Tigger and Eeyore in their
household, if they are primed with a character backstory.
Please rate the robot on the following scale
Unskilled 1 2 3 4 5 Skilled
Not Engaged 1 2 3 4 5 Engaged
Sad 1 2 3 4 5 Happy
Pessimistic 1 2 3 4 5 Optimistic
Anxious 1 2 3 4 5 Relaxed
Agitated 1 2 3 4 5 Calm
Unintelligent 1 2 3 4 5 Intelligent
How would you describe the motion of the robot?
Dragging 1 2 3 4 5 Bouncing
How likely are you to have this robot in your house?
Unlikely 1 2 3 4 5 Very Likely
Table 5.4: Skill, Engagement, Movement Profile, Outlook, Intelligence,
Likelihood of Adoption
Comparative Analysis
In Figure 3, we see that the aggregate score for the robot based on the char-
acter Tigger for perceived happiness, optimism and bouncing motion is the
highest, bilstered by the priming case. The same measure for the robot based
on the character Eeyore is lowest, with the control robot in the middle. This
validates our approach to designing a robotic platform based on specific char-
acter archetypes. A more detailed analysis is given below:
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Figure 5.1: Engagement and Godspeed Animacy, Anthropomorphism,
Likability
Tigger (Primed vs Unprimed): On average, primed participants saw Tigger
as 10% happier, compared to unprimed participants. Additionally, there was
an 8.6% rise in perceived optimism for Tigger in the primed case, as compared
to the unprimed case. We also see a 4.4% increase in perceived animacy, a
5.1% increase in perceived anthropomorphism, and a 5.5% increase in lika-
bility.
Control (Primed vs Unprimed): There was a drop in reported engagement
with the control robot by 11.5% for primed participants, as compared to
reported engagement with the control robot for unprimed participants. Ad-
ditionally, there was a 8.4% decrease in the perceived happiness, and 8.2%
decrease in perceived optimism in the unprimed case, as compared to the
prime case.
Tigger vs Eeyore: For the unprimed case, the Tigger robot was see as 37.4%
happier than the Eeyore robot, 8.05% more likable and 29.6% more opti-
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Figure 5.2: Character Traits
mistic. This increased un the primed case, where the Tigger robot was seen
as 47.2% more happy, 16.55% more likable and 38.2% more optimistic.
Tigger vs Control : For the unprimed case there was a 12.16% increase in
perceived animacy, 2.24% increase in perceived anthropomorphism, 9.4% in-
crease in the likability, and 22.4% increase in the perceived happiness for the
Tigger robot, as compared to the control. This was significantly bolstered
for the primed case, where we see a 16.6% increase in perceived animacy,
10% increase in perceived anthropomorphism, 14.75% increase in the likabil-
ity, and 32.8% increase in the perceived happiness for the Tigger robot, as
compared to the control.
Eeyore vs Control : For the unprimed case there was an 0.5% decrease in
perceived animacy, 2.96% increase in perceived anthropomorphism, 23.4%
decrease in the perceived happiness and 20% decrease in perceived optimism
for the Eeyore robot, as compared to the control. For the primed case there
was an 8% increase in perceived animacy, 7.64% increase in perceived anthro-
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pomorphism and 14.4% decrease in the perceived happiness for the Eeyore
robot and 11.8% decrease in perceived optimism, as compared to the control.
Free Response Answers
In addition to the semantic differential scale questions highlighted above,
participants were asked optional free response questions to allow them to
give more open ended answers. One question that we were particularly in-
terested in is whether participants would be able to correctly identify the
characters Tigger and Eeyore if they were primed. This was accomplished
with a free response question asking for the name of the robot. For the
robot Eeyore, out of 20 primed participants, 19 said that the robot reminded
them of Eeyore. The robot Tigger was correctly identified by 16 out of 20
primed participants. Moreover, 6 out of 22 unprimed participants identified
robot Eeyore correctly as well. We attribute this to the character profile
constructed through the process outlined here as well as the pervasiveness of
these characters in popular culture, creating immediate social context with-
out explicit priming.
An answer to a free response question for the aerial robot Eeyore that
asked about the factors that made the participant feel uncomfortable reads,
“I’m not sure if it was a combination of him looking sad and being blue but
he was more comfortable than the yellow one”. Thus, it is evident that a
metric like likability is subjective to an individual’s preferences.
5.2 User Study II: Expressive Robots in Performance
5.2.1 User Study Outline
The DD prototype was characterized in an showing of Time to Compile at
Brown University as part of a residency through the Conference on Research
on Choreographic Interfaces (CRCI). The performance was attended by 40-
50 individuals. Audience members, from a pool of 36 formal RSVPs, were
optionally invited to participate in our user study. These audience members
filled out a pre-survey before the performance, a post-performance survey,
and a post-interactive installation survey. The responses for the DD specific
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questions are gathered here. Unfortunately, complications with event logis-
tics and audience appetite for participation results in a limited set of user
responses. Audience members were asked to fill out multiple surveys on their
phones over the course of the night, which was, in the end, not a convenient
method for data collection. Future performance-as-research explorations will
improve how the surveys are incorporated in a more controlled way into the
actions requested of the audience.
There were 7 participants who filled out the DD specific questionnaire. Of
these, 3 were male, 3 were female, and 1 did not identify gender. The age
range was 28 - 62 years old. During the performance, these participants were
divided into two groups. Both groups saw the robot inside the larger context
of Time to Compile which takes place in the setting of an abstract robotics
lab and uses four total performers to represent the process of programming
on a team.
Each group viewed the performance from different locations in the room
that intentionally restricted their view of the performers and their interac-
tions with the robots. Participants in Group 1 saw the performer interacting
with the DD while demonstrating high power and positive valence, while
participants in Group 2 saw the performer interacting with the DD while
demonstrating low power and negative valence. Thus, Group 1 viewed the
performer in a positive relationship with the robots, while Group 2 viewed
the performer in a more negative relationship with the robots. Figure 5.3
shows an example of each.
Group 1 participants saw the interaction with the DD during the second
half of the performance, witnessing a positive relationship between human
performer and robot. The performer stood, redirected the DDs movement by
tapping it with a foot or kicking it playfully, and smiled, demonstrating that
it was a fun and positive interaction. If the DD went out of the boundaries
of the performance space, the performer treated this momentary escape as
a little joke, before containing the robot by redirecting its movement once
more. The performer was calm, deliberate in the movement, displaying a
positive relationship with the DD.
Group 2 participants saw the performers interaction with the DD during
the first half of the performance, witnessing a negative relationship between
human performer and robot. The performer struggled with the robot while
on the ground as well, redirected the DDs movement by anxiously hitting it
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Figure 5.3: Left: positive relationship (high valence, high power) during
performance; right: negative relationship (low valence, low power) during
performance.
with a hand or foot, and appeared stressed and upset by the robot. If the DD
went out of the boundaries of the performance space, the performer would
realize it was far away then frantically try to catch it, back away or recoil
if it was coming closer or made contact unexpectedly, displaying a negative
relationship with the DD.
5.2.2 Results and Analysis
We aim to explore perceptions of the DD after viewing a positive or negative
human interaction relationship as well as gain a baseline characterization of
the robot through an established query method. We use an adaptation of the
Godspeed questionnaire, a measurement tool often used in human robot in-
teraction research, to evaluate the participants attitude towards robots using
semantic differential scales [30]. These questions condense to the three qual-
ities of Anthropomorphism, Animacy, and Likeability. Additional questions
also measure the participants attitude about the robots intelligence, outlook,
and movement profile, leading a fourth combined quality of Engagement.
In figure 5.4, we see what each participant rated the DD on the four God-
speed scales of Anthropomorphism, Likeability, Animacy, and Engagement.
The most negative scores were for Anthropomorphism, with an average score
of 15.2. Even so, the most positive scores were for Likeability, with an average
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Figure 5.4: Individual participants’ ratings on the four Godspeed scales of
Anthropomorphism, Likeability, Animacy, and Engagement. These results
show that the lowest ratings were for Anthropomorphism (average of 15.2)
and the highest were for Likeability (average of 57.8).
score of 57.8. Animacy and Engagement were similar, with an Animacy av-
erage score of 36.3 and an Engagement average score of 41.0. It is important
to note that the Engagement scores may not be fully representative as the
participants never interacted themselves with the DD, but only witnessed a
human performer in different interaction modes. Future investigation of the
perception of the DD could include a time for participant interaction with
the robot, in order to examine how that personal engagement may alter their
ratings of the robot.
When examining these results, figure 5.5 divided by participants perfor-
mance group, there was minimal consistent variety between Group 1 and
Group 2. There were participants in both groups who scored the DD posi-
tively, as well as participants in both groups who scored the DD negatively.
However, because not all comparisons between participants of one group to
another were this strong on scales such as Engagement or Likeability, we can
not conclude from this study that performance group defined the persons
perception of the DD. Indeed, we know that prior experiences with robots
are a large piece of this effect.
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Figure 5.5: Aggregated Godspeed evaluation of two participants, one from
each performance group, as an example of extreme variation (especially for
Engagement and Likeability). Because not all comparisons between
participants of differing groups were as strong as this example, we can not
conclude performance group defined the persons perception of the DD.
For example, Participant 4 rated the DD very negatively, but also identi-
fied that past experience with robots included a lot of time with a different
robot in the performance known as Baxter. This participant reported after
the performance that the Baxter was desirable, while the DD was annoying
and childish. It may be possible that this participants past experience with
Baxter influenced their perception even of other robots. They may use Bax-
ter as a baseline concept of what robots should be like, but the DD does not
share many aspects of design or function with Baxter. Future research on the
perception of the DD will more intentionally investigate peoples predisposed
perception of the robot, as the bias participants have coming into the study
is a strong factor to change in a short performance. Additionally, we hope
to use more detailed user surveys to measure smaller changes in opinion.
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CHAPTER 6
THE ROBOT OPERA
A manifestation of this work was presented at the Intelligent Robotics Lab-
oratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in a performance
piece titled, The Robot Opera. The motivating factor behind this piece was
to explore storytelling in a performance setting using visual design elements
and movement characteristics of non-anthropomorphic robots. To this effect,
this piece used robots of multiple form factors to tell a story. Three Dancing
Droids described in section two, along with a Parrot Bebop drone used are
shown in figure 6.1. The poster used to advertise the performance is shown
in figure 6.2. This piece was attended by 29 audience members that were
asked to fill our survey questions aimed to gauge their understanding of the
performance piece.
6.1 Storyline
The Robot Opera aimed to tell the ‘love’ story of two robots, named ‘DD1’
and ‘DD2’. These robots are white in color, and have markings labeled 1 and
2. A ground robot, titled ‘EDD’ as well as an aerial robot, titled ‘FDD’ are
Figure 6.1: The characters used in the Robot Opera
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the villains in the story. The storyline comprised of three sequences, love,
battle and death, that are explained below.
Love
In the first sequence, the robots DD1 and DD2 perform a coordinated move-
ment sequence with a light and indirect motion quality. This scene is meant
to showcase the robots falling in love.
War
In this sequence, the central villain in the story, an evil scientist walks onto
stage pacing with heavy, direct steps in order to look for DD1 and DD2.
Once he cannot find them, he send ‘evil’ robots DD1 and FDD in order to
find DD1 and DD2 and kill them. These robots have a heavy, direct motion
quality, and search around the performance space looking for DD1 and DD2.
DD1 and DD2 try to hide, but are eventually found. This leads to a chase
sequence where the evil robots chase the ground robots.
Death
In this sequence, the ground robot EDD finds DD1 and crashes into it vi-
olently. DD1 then initiates a movement sequence to represent death, and
rotates in place with a gradually decreasing speed, eventually coming to a
stop. DD2 then finds DD1 and paces around the room with a high speed, in
direct movement sequences, until the lights fade.
6.2 Audience Feedback
Feedback collected from the audience showcased their ability to gauge the
story told using the non-anthropomorphic robots described above. Below is
a list of audience responses on a post performance survey, to the question
with the directive, “Describe the plot of your experience this evening. Write
a few sentences about the story line you observed.” Audience responses are
listed below:
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• “It looked like a love story where the relationship is destroyed by a
group of characters that meant harm.”
• “It felt like the human had power over the robots, while the robots
would hide and come out to play when he wasn’t there.”
• “I just got it....I think they met and fell in love, wanted to fly away
together, but the robot owner wouldn’t let them?”
• “The two white robots were dancing around. The drone crashed, and
the red and white robots tried to help it. The white robot in the center
was dead, and the other white robot was mourning it.”
• “The two robots are in love but the red one was going to attack them.
One of the white ones chases the red one off but by then the other
white one was dead.”
• “Love story that ended tragically”
• “I think the two white robots were lovers and the red robot was evil
and crashed a plane”
Thus, the use of robots of different designs in conjunction with designed
motion sequences allowed us as choreographers to present a story to the
audience. The interpretation of storytelling is a subjective, personal ex-
perience, but we saw common themes in the audience responses collected
post-performance. We hope to extend this idea by exploring the role that
the environmental context within robot motion is viewed plays in human
perception.
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Figure 6.2: Poster used to advertise the Robot Opera (Wali Rizvi)
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CHAPTER 7
TOWARDS IN-HOME ROBOTS
In this work, we presented a methodology that allows us to abstract char-
acter archetypes onto robotic systems. We showcase this process for two
archetypes, Tigger, a happy, jovial character, and Eeyore, a sad, melancholy
character. By abstracting our system using the Kansei Engineering method-
ology, using LMA for motion design, and viewing it in a product, channel,
consumer framework, we identify the design characteristics that can be used
to imply different character traits on a common robot platform architecture.
Our user study shows that even in a simple VR setup these characters are
observed and priming them with videos of these characters increases this
observation to some degree. This methodology can be applied to other archi-
tectures and archetypes; although we caution that universal interpretation
of any design is unlikely. While most users preferred to interact with the
Tigger character design, some preferred Eeyore. Thus, a key observation is
that additional metrics like likability are subjective and individualized. Ad-
ditionally, given the cultural popularity of these characters, we hypothesize
that participants associate their own biases when interacting with the robot
characters. To this end, we are interested in exploring this design methodol-
ogy for other novel character archetypes of our own design, with the hope of
extending this work to design and build real aerial robotic systems.
Additionally, we presented a novel robot prototype design that was devel-
oped in order to be an expressive agent in a dance performance. This was
done by applying our design methodology to project character traits onto a
ground robotics platform. Initial validation with users was also presented.
We worked with an artist to validate the results in a performance setting.
Thus, this expressive robotics platform, the DD, was developed based on
specifications developed inside this collaboration. Results show that while
participants gave high scores when considering the DD for Likeability, they
also gave low scores for Anthropomorphism. The differences in Godspeed
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ratings between performance groups were not consistently strong enough to
conclude that performance group defined the participants’ perception of the
DD. Future work will explore the creation of less commonly used character
tropes and how priming can impart these more subtle character creations
effectively. This will be accomplished alongside artists who will help de-
velop characters for contexts of interest. Such studies, including the one
presented here, can help create mechanized systems that are better accepted
inside human-facing contexts and ensure that operational conventions are
well communicated to users. We hope to conduct more user studies, where
we change individual knobs of our system such as priming, context and robot
design elements on larger participant groups to get a clearer picture of the
variety of impressions on human viewers that we can create using this plat-
form. Additionally, we hope to test this expressive layer on top of more
robot hardware, such as the Amazon Alexa and Google Home, in order to
understand its effectiveness in communicating the internal state of a robot
to the user.
By 2060, the number of Americans aged 65 and older will double [31],
leading to an enormous burden on caregivers and care-giving facilities. Ac-
cording to the Population Reference Bureau, in 2010, 1.3 million people aged
people aged 65 and older lived in nursing or skilled-nursing facilities in 2010,
a number that is set to rise to 2.3 million by 2030 and nearly 3 million by
2060. Additionally, many older Americans rely on family caregivers, but
high divorce rates and fewer children among baby boomers may reduce the
availability of family caregivers in the future. The workforce is working more
hours, with average work hours up to 47 hours , with about 20% of the
population working more than 60 hours a week [32], giving people less time
for care-giving activities. These factors, paired with rising health-care costs,
presents a need for elderly care solutions that leverage existing technologies
to prolong the independent residence of older adults. Existing technological
solutions in the home automation space are not designed for people with low
technology literacy, and do not have an added expressive layer that boosts
technology acceptance. Additionally, companion robots such as the Paro
robot [33] are extremely high in cost and have limited functionality. Given
the important potential impact of this work in helping the adoption of new
technology and the role of federal funding in enabling the research presented
here, a series of commercialization efforts have been undertaken. In doing
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so, we hope to take the principles that created this prototype and develop
a product that will serve aging adults and their children, allowing existing
technology, which may be foreign to older adults, to help them maintain in-
dependence as they age. As robots move into settings like homes, character
creation based on relevant archetypes and bolstered through priming can be
an important tool to effectively functioning systems. With America’s pop-
ulation aging at a rapid pace, acceptance of new technologies is of crucial
importance given that older adults are often hesitant to adopt technology
with new, unfamiliar interfaces. This is illustrated in figure 7.1, that was
created from our experience in conducting interviews with stakeholders in-
volve in the caring of older adults. We hope that our work contributes in the
highlighted section of this image, where older adults decide whether or not
a to accept a technology solution.
Traditionally, art and engineering have existed in separate, non-interacting
silos. As we move towards increasingly pervasive technology, it is imperative
that we, as roboticists draw inspiration from fields like dance and perfor-
mance that have been inherently human-facing since time immemorial in the
hope that this brings us towards more acceptable robotic systems.
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Figure 7.1: The sequence of events in the adoption of new technology by
older adults
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